■ Emerging evidence indicates that stimulus novelty is affectively potent and reliably engages the amygdala and other portions of the affective workspace in the brain. Using fMRI, we examined whether novel stimuli remain affectively salient across the lifespan, and therefore, whether novelty processing-a potentially survivalrelevant function-is preserved with aging. Nineteen young and 22 older healthy adults were scanned during observing novel and familiar affective pictures while estimating their own subjectively experienced aroused levels. We investigated age-related difference of magnitude of activation, hemodynamic time course, and functional connectivity of BOLD responses in the amygdala. Although there were no age-related differences in the peak response of the amygdala to novelty, older individuals showed a narrower, sharper (i.e., "peakier") hemodynamic time course in response to novel stimuli, as well as decreased connectivity between the left amygdala and the affective areas including orbito-frontal regions. These findings have relevance for understanding age-related differences in memory and affect regulation. ■
INTRODUCTION
Humans are curious and novelty-seeking creatures. We are wired to prioritize novelty (cf. Mesulam, 2000) , and with good reason. Evaluating whether or not a stimulus is novel is one appraisal of an objectʼs meaning at a particular point in time (Scherer, Schorr, & Johnstone, 2001 ). Noveltyseeking must have had adaptive advantages because early humans are the only group of hominids to explore the entire world, despite the risk from unknown predators and other enemies (Zuckerman, 2007) . The ability to process and respond to novelty translated into an increased change of survival. As humans age, orienting to novel aspects of the outer stimulating environment is thought to prevent mental decline and to sustain cognitive functioning (Scarmeas et al., 2003; Wilson et al., 2002) , and to improve mortality across the lifespan (Swan & Carmelli, 1996) . Even rats more engaged by novel gustatory/olfactory stimuli tend to exhibit better cognitive functioning (spatial memory measured by water navigation task) (Rowe, Spreekmeester, Meaney, Quirion, & Rochford, 1998) . In the article, we examine age-related changes in novelty processing, with an emphasis on the amygdala.
Prior research has shown that novelty is inherently affective. Novelty and uncertainty produce the same cardiovascular responses associated with valence and arousal (Mendes, Blascovich, Hunter, Lickel, & Jost, 2007) . Novel faces and pictures engage the same neural workspace as explicitly pleasant, unpleasant, or highly arousing objects, with a most notably enhanced amygdala response ( Wright et al., , 2008 Wright, Wedig, Williams, Rauch, & Albert, 2006; Schwartz, Wright, Shin, Kagan, & Rauch, 2003; Breiter et al., 1996 ; for a review, see Strange & Dolan, 2006) . Further, novelty enhances amygdala response to valenced and arousing stimuli in an independent and interactive manner, such that greater amygdala activation has been observed to novel negative versus novel positive pictures, but not for familiar pictures ( Weierich, Wright, Negreira, Dickerson, & Barrett, 2010) . Stimulus novelty also enhances ERPs to affectively hedonic pictures (Yuan, Yang, Meng, Yu, & Li, 2008) as well as skin conductance responses to affectively arousing pictures (Glascher & Adolphs, 2003) . Although novelty is affectively potent and interacts with other affective properties, it is dissociable from valence and arousal, in both its peak magnitude and duration of activation in the amygdala, and in its engagement of other parts of the affective workspace, including orbito-frontal cortex (OFC), ventral anterior cingulate, and dorsal anterior cingulate ( Weierich et al., 2010) .
Our primary question in the current article was whether novelty responses in the brain change across lifespan. If the brain responds similarly to novelty in both young and elderly adults, then it would indicate that novelty processing-a potentially survival-relevant function-is preserved with aging. At present, there are conflicting findings on the issue of age-related changes in novelty processing. ERP studies 1 Massachusetts General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, have failed to find age-related changes to novelty (Polich, 2007; Goldstein, Spencer, & Donchin, 2002; Bin, Jie, Kevin, Joseph, & Emanuel, 2001 ). Furthermore, two fMRI studies found that amygdala responsivity was preserved with aging to novel fearful (vs. familiar neutral) faces ( Wright et al., 2006) , and to novel (vs. familiar) neutral faces ( Wright et al., 2008) . Yet, some studies have documented age-related changes in affective processing (e.g., see Williams et al., 2006; Tessitore et al., 2005; Wedig, Rauch, Albert, & Wright, 2005; Mather et al., 2004; Gunning-Dixon et al., 2003; Iidaka et al., 2002; see St. Jacques, Bessette-Symons, & Cabeza, 2009 for a review), and given the fact that novelty engages the same workspace as valenced and arousing stimuli, it is possible that we might observe changes in responses to novelty with age.
In the present study, we used fMRI to examine agerelated differences in the overall magnitude and (for the first time) time course of amygdala response to the visual presentation of novel and familiar images that varied in both valence and arousal. We were particularly interested in examining age-related differences in amygdala time course because there is substantial individual variability of responses across different individuals (Aguirre, Zarahn, & DʼEsposito, 1998) and some studies documented age-related changes of hemodynamic response curve (e.g., Madden, Whiting, & Huettel, 2005; Aizenstein et al., 2004; Huettel, Singerman, & McCarthy, 2001; Buckner, Snyder, Sanders, Raichle, & Morris, 2000; DʼEsposito, Zarahn, Aguirre, & Rypma, 1999) . As there are currently no published reports about details of hemodynamic time course in the amygdala in response to affectively potent stimuli, let alone the age-related changes in the hemodynamic time course, this focus on time course is a unique feature of the current article.
We presented both younger and older participants with images that varied in their valence, arousal, and novelty. We examined whether the novelty responses in the amygdala were moderated by valence and arousal, and whether these responses were related to subjective experiences of arousal in response to the pictures. We also examined agerelated differences in functional connectivity within the affective workspace during novelty processing, as measured by temporal correlations between the hemodynamic response to novelty within the amygdala and other brain structures. Such functional connectivity provides clues to potential causes and consequences of changes in amygdala time course. In prior studies, older individuals showed enhanced functional connectivity between the amygdala and ventral anterior cingulate cortex during exposure to negative images (St. Jacques, Dolcos, & Cabeza, 2010) . Changes in functional connectivity as a consequence of stimulus novelty are unknown to date.
METHODS Participants
Nineteen healthy young adults (14 women, 5 men; age: M = 24.5, SD = 3.68, range = 19-32 years) and 22 healthy older adults (14 women, 8 men; age: M = 70.6, SD = 7.09, range = 62-86 years) were included in the final sample for the analyses in this study. Our sample size (n = 41) provided sufficient power to test our hypotheses. Assuming an effect size of η p 2 = .14 (Mather et al., 2004) , our sample provided a power = .998.
To obtain our final sample, we had screened larger sample and excluded 16 people. All participants underwent a Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV (First, Spitzer, Gibbon, & Williams, 1996) to confirm the absence of DSM-IV Axis I diagnoses. All were right-handed, as determined by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield, 1971) , and were free of psychoactive medications. All participants completed the American National Reading Test (AMNART; Grober & Sliwinski, 1991 ; the American modification of the NART, Nelson, 1982) and the Mini-Mental State Exam (MMSE; Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) to assess that general cognitive ability was equivalent in both groups. One older participant with more than 30 errors in the NART (corresponds to verbal IQ 97, performance IQ 98 and full-scale IQ 98) was excluded. No one was excluded based on the cutoff score (<26) for the MMSE. Eleven participants were excluded before the scanning due to neuropsychiatric problem-like phobia, schizophrenic, ADHD, bulimia, or medication use. Functional data were first visualized over the averaged 3-D image for each individual to ensure that the fMRI signal in the amygdala was not obscured by susceptibility artifact. Data from one participant were excluded on this basis. Further, one young participant and two older participants were also excluded for excessive head motion during scanning (total motion vector >3 mm).
Behavioral Measures
All participants also completed standard cognitive and personality measures because memory and personality processes could be third variables of interest that could explain the age differences that emerged in this study. Participants completed the California Verbal Learning Test (CVLT; Delis, Kramer, Kaplan, & Ober, 2000) to assess verbal memory abilities. To assess the big five personality dimensions, participants completed the 100-item International Personality Item Pool (IPIP; Goldberg et al., 2006) . Each IPIP item is a 5-point, Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (very inaccurate) to 5 (very accurate). Additional measures were also completed, but are beyond the scope of this article.
Affective Pictures
One hundred thirty-two full-color images were selected from the International Affective Picture System (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 1997) for each of six combinations of arousal and valence (i.e., high arousal negative, high arousal positive, mid arousal negative, mid arousal positive, mid arousal neutral, and low arousal neutral images).
It was not possible to parse out the effect of neutral valence in the context of high arousal, or the effects of negative or positive valence (vs. neutral) in the context of low arousal, because these combinations were not available within the standard IAPS stimulus set; nor does the IAPS stimulus set include high arousal neutral images. As a consequence, neutral valence and low arousal were necessarily confounded in this study. Twelve pictures were used for the familiar condition, and the remaining 120 pictures were used for the novel condition. Positive and negative pictures were equated for level of arousal 
Procedure
Prior to scanning, each participant completed a brief practice run outside the scanner to become familiar with the experimental task; practice images were not used in the experimental runs. The task was run using E-Prime experimental software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA) on a PC, from which images were projected onto a screen in the magnet bore. Participants viewed images via a mirror mounted on the head coil.
The imaging paradigm consisted of five event-related fMRI runs. The first run was a familiarization run. Participants were familiarized to two images in each stimulus category (12 pictures total). The 12 IAPS images were each shown 10 times. Throughout four test runs, participants viewed each familiarized image a total of 10 times and each of the 120 novel images only once. During scanning, participants rated each image for how aroused it made them feel using a 3-point scale (1 = low, 2 = mid, 3 = high) and answered with a button response box. Each run was 340 sec in length and each image was presented for 3.5 sec, with a stimulus onset asynchrony that varied from 4 to 16 sec.
Image Acquisition
We used a Siemens Magnetom Trio Tim 3-T whole-body high-speed imaging device equipped for echo-planar imaging (EPI) (Siemens Medical Systems, Iselin NJ) with a 12-channel gradient head coil. Expandable foam cushions restricted head movement. After an automated scout image was acquired and shimming procedures were performed to optimize field homogeneity, high-resolution 3-D MP-RAGE sequences (TR/TE/flip angle = 2.53 sec/ 3.39 msec/7°) with an in-plane resolution of 1.0 × 1.0 mm, and 1.0 mm slice thickness were collected for spatial normalization and for positioning the slice prescription of the subsequent sequences. fMRI images with blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD; Ogawa, Lee, Kay, & Tank, 1990; Ogawa, Lee, Nayak, & Glynn, 1990) were acquired using a gradient-echo T2*-weighted sequence (TR/ TE/flip angle = 2.0 sec/30 msec/90°). Prior to each scan, four scans were acquired and discarded to allow longitudinal magnetization to reach equilibrium. The gradient-echo functional images were collected in the same plane (33 coronal slices angled perpendicular to the AC/PC line) with the same slice thickness (5 mm; voxel size 3.12 × 3.12 × 5 mm), excitation order (interleaved), and phase encoding (foot-to-head). We used these parameters based on earlier work that suggested that the parameters helped minimize susceptibility in medial temporal lobe regions (Wright et al., 2001 ).
Magnitude of Amygdala Response: Anatomical ROI Analyses
Based on our a priori hypothesis that the amygdala plays a central role in the brainʼs affective workspace, we first conducted analyses focusing the magnitude of amygdala activation along the time course for each stimulus category. We used an anatomically based approach to conduct ROI analyses of functional data from the amygdala, using FSFAST (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). We applied automated subcortical segmentation methods to the native 3-D MP-RAGE structural images for each subject to create anatomically defined amygdala ROIs (Fischl et al., 2002) , and individual amygdala volumes were also calculated. We manually verified these amygdala ROIs according to our previously published protocols ( Wright, Dickerson, Feczko, Negeira, & Williams, 2007; Wedig et al., 2005) . The anatomically defined amygdala ROIs were registered to fMRI data, and BOLD signal was extracted for each participant. To explore the details of the time course at the amygdala in both groups, functional data for each condition were modeled using a finite impulse response (FIR) model beginning at 4 sec before stimulus onset, and utilizing 2-sec bins. We estimated the duration of the hemodynamic response to be 16 sec. Percent signal change for combinations of valence, arousal, and novelty versus baseline (fixation) was calculated. Because individuals of the older group have smaller amygdala volumes [right: young, M = 1798.1 (mm 3 ), SD = 197.1; older, M = 1568.2, SD = 282.4; t = 2.98, p = .005; left: young, M = 1670.6, SD = 282.4; older, M = 1406, SD = 244.4; t = 3.69, p = .001], and this directly influences amygdala signal, we adjusted the functional data using individual amygdala volume as a covariate in all analyses.
To examine age-related differences in the magnitude of the BOLD response within the amygdala at different points along the time course, we analyzed our repeated measures design using a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with multivariate effect estimation ( Wilkʼs, Pillaiʼs, etc.). We chose this multivariate approach (where responses were modeled as individual dependent measures) because the sphericity varied enough in at least three time points within the amygdala time course that the statistical assumption of sphericity was violated (making a standard repeated measures ANOVA not advisable; Misangyi, LePine, Algina, & Goeddeke, 2006; Tabachnick & Fidell, 2006 , for examples of using this method, see Nitschke et al., 2006; Tilman, Hill, & Lehman, 2006; Tilman, Reich, & Knops, 2006; Koekkoek et al., 2003) . We conducted four different repeated measures MANOVAs each for the left and right amygdala to investigate all important effects of interest given that we could not fully cross (balance) valence and arousal due to stimulus limitations.
Curve Fitting Analysis
We conducted additional curve fitting analyses on the amygdala time course data to determine group differences in time course shape. This curve fitting analysis provided additional information about "how" the hemodynamic curve differed for younger and older participants by estimating and comparing parameters obtained by fitting a hemodynamic function to actual time course data. The time course data were fitted with the simplified gamma probability density function that is commonly used as canonical hemodynamic function in neuroimaging studies, given by
where Γ is the gamma function, c is the magnitude parameter (i.e., equivalent to beta coefficient in GLM analysis), d is delay from the onset of the event, a is the "shape" parameter (similar to kurtosis; the larger the a is the broader distribution the function has), b is another scale parameter that affects the magnitude. In our analyses, b was fixed at 1.25 (the value used in FSFAST as a default setting), and a best-fit gamma probability density function was fit to the actual FIR time course data. Parameters a, c, and d were estimated with 95% confidence intervals. In this analysis, we used Curve Fitting Toolbox in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA).
Functional Connectivity Analyses
We conducted functional connectivity analyses to explore how the group difference of time course activation in the amygdala was correlated with activation in other brain areas that belong to the neural reference space for affect [e.g., both sides of the amygdala (AMG), anterior insula (AI), medial posterior OFC at Brodmannʼs area 11 to 13 (OFC), thalamus (Thal), hippocampus (Hc), fusiform gyrus (FG), inferior frontal gyri; Brodmannʼs area 45 to pars triangularis (IFGtri), and Brodmannʼs area 47 to pars orbitalis (IFGorb), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC), and ventral ACC (vACC) (Kober et al., 2008; Barrett, Mesquita, Ochsner, & Gross, 2007) ]. First, for the purpose of merely extracting the affect-related ROIs, all events versus fixation contrast were estimated by GLM with a canonical hemodynamic response using SPM5, in each group, independently across whole brain (available from the first author on request). Then, using a conjunction analysis, we localized commonly activated areas of two event-related activation maps (all vs. fixation, p < .05 with correction of false discovery rate) of both young and older groups. These common activation areas were further restricted by the structure data of the amygdala and other emotion-related regions adopted from the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) dataset (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) using PickAtlas software (Maldjian, Laurienti, Kraft, & Burdette, 2003) . The regional mean % signal changes across all voxels in an ROI were calculated. Using FIR estimation, all the time course data in each ROI were extracted for each stimulus type separately. Correlation analyses of stimulus-specific time course data were conducted between the right or left amygdala and other ipsilateral ROIs if there was activation or deactivation in these areas, and correlation coefficients were compared between two groups. Using this method, correlation coefficients reflect the similarity of both the magnitude of the peak response as well as the overall pattern of event-related hemodynamic response in two regions.
RESULTS

Behavioral Measures
Memory and Personality Data
Older individuals had decreased CVLT scores compared to younger participants, indicating decreased memory function (see Table 1 ). The scores in older participants were very close to those in other normative aged samples, however, indicating that they were experiencing normal decrements in memory with age (e.g., Delis et al., 2000; Hu et al., 1999) . Young and elderly participants did not differ on the affectively relevant personality dimensions of emotional stability (neuroticism) and extraversion, although younger individuals scored significantly higher on intellect/ imagination (openness to experience).
Arousal Ratings of IAPS Pictures
We conducted Novelty (novel, familiar) × Valence (negative, positive, neutral) × Age (young, older) repeated measures ANOVA on subjective arousal rating of IAPS pictures. All participants rated negative pictures as significantly more arousing than positive images, which in turn were more arousing than neutral images (see Figure 1) [F(1.71, 68.28) = 124.77, p < .0001, Greenhouse-Geisser correction]. Older individuals found negative pictures significantly less arousing than did young individuals (see Figure 1) [repeated ANOVA, Valence × Age, F(2, 80) = 3.18, p = .047].
Despite being equated for arousal at the outset, all participants rated novel pictures as more arousing than familiar [novelty effect: F(1, 40) = 31.27, p < .0001]. Older individuals found novel pictures significantly less arousing than did young individuals, however (see Subjective arousal ratings also showed a significant three-way Novelty (novel, familiar) × Valence (negative, positive, neutral) × Age (young, older) interaction [F(2, 40) = 5.71, p = .005]. To clarify the three-way interaction, we used a Novelty × Age stratified ANOVA for positive, negative, and neutral pictures separately. We found that there was a significant Novelty × Age interaction for positive picture condition [F = 17.73, p < .001], but this effect did not hold for negative and neutral picture conditions [F = .507, p = .481 for negative, F = 2.133, p = .152 for neutral]. The analyses suggested that, taken together with Figure 1 , younger individuals found novel images more arousing than did older individuals, and older individuals found positive familiar images more arousing than did young individuals.
To confirm the effect of stimulus arousal level on subjective arousal ratings, we performed Age × Arousal ANOVA for subjective arousal ratings. There was a main effect of image arousal on subjective arousal ratings, such that all participants experienced high arousal pictures as significantly more arousing than mid, which were more arousing than low [F(1, 40) = 86.65, p < 001 for valenced images; F(1, 40) = 69.20, p < 001 for neutral images]. There were marginally significant age-related difference in the stimulus arousal effects for valenced images (Table 2) [Age × Arousal interaction: F(1, 40) = 3.51, p = .068], suggesting that older individuals found high arousal valenced images less arousing than did young individuals. There was no significant age-related difference of stimulus arousal effect for neutral images, however [F(1, 40) = 0.459, p = .502].
Magnitude of Amygdala Response
Because of stimulus constraints (it was not possible to fully cross-valence and arousal), two different repeated measures MANOVAs were necessary to examine age-related differences in amygdalaʼs response to novelty and valence. First, we conducted Novelty (novel, familiar) × Valence (positive, negative, neutral) × Time point (1-8) × Age (young, older) repeated measures MANOVA to examine age-related novelty and valence effects on the amygdala activation. A second analysis was Novelty (familiar, novel) × Time point (1-8) × Age (young, elderly) repeated measures MANOVA for neutral pictures to clarify age-related differences in Figure 2 , this interaction in the left amygdala appeared to be driven by "peakier" amygdala response in the older group than in the young group, particularly in response to novel positive and neutral images rather than to novel negative images. To check this finding, we added a Valence × Time point × Age stratified repeated MANOVA for left amygdala BOLD response only for the novel pictures; we confirmed this marginally significant three-way interaction [F(14, 25) = 2.04, p = .058, η p 2 = .533], suggesting that the hemodynamic curves were different for young and older participants, particularly in response to novel positive and neutral images.
Further, we did stratified ANOVAs Novelty (novel, familiar) × Age (young, older) in each time point separately, and found significant Novelty × Age interactions at the time points of 2-4 sec [F(1, 38) = 5.97, p = .02, η p 2 = .14], Figure 2 , the analyses appeared to show that the group differences of response to novel pictures occurred in early and late phases in the time course.
Age-related Differences in Amygdala Response to Novel vs. Familiar Neutral Images
To further investigate age-related differences within the amygdala time course in response to novelty, we conducted a Novelty (familiar, novel) × Time point (1-8) × Age (young, elderly) repeated measures MANOVA on the BOLD response to the neutral images, within the right and left amygdala ROIs. There was an age-related difference in the left amygdala time course for novelty [Novelty × Time point × Age: F(7.32) = 2.65, p = .028]. This indicates that, even upon observing only neutral images, older individuals had a narrow and sharper amygdala time course to novelty when compared to younger individuals. In the right amygdala, there was no Novelty × Time point × Age interaction [F(7.32) = 1.23, p = .32].
FIR Analyses of Age-related Novelty and Picture Arousal Effects on the Amygdala Activation
To address the question of whether novelty and picture arousal level interact to produce the neural response in the amygdala, we conducted Novelty (novel, familiar) × Arousal (high, mid) × Time point (1-8) × Age (young, older) repeated measures MANOVA for the right and the left amygdala response to valenced images, and Novelty (novel, familiar) × Arousal (mid, low) × Time point (1-8) × Age (young, older) repeated measures MANOVA for the right and the left amygdala response to neutral images. We found significant Novelty × Arousal × Time point × Age interactions for the left amygdala response to valenced images [F(7, 32) = 2.43, p = .041, η p 2 = .35], and to neutral images [F(7, 32) = 2.82, p = .021, η p 2 = .38], but not for the right amygdala response to valenced images [F(7, 32) = 1.73, p = .13, η p 2 = .28], nor to neutral images [F(7, 32) = 0.42, p = .88, η p 2 = .09]. Overall, the results were the same as the analyses with novelty and valence; older individuals showed a peakier amygdala response to novel pictures of higher levels of arousal when compared to younger individuals who showed a more sustained response across ∼10 sec. The figures are not shown here, and the details of the findings and figures are available from the first author by request. 
Curve Fit Analysis
On inspecting the hemodynamic curves from the FIR analysis, older individuals appeared to have a "peakier" amygdala time course when compared to younger individuals, particularly in response to novel stimuli. This was confirmed by an additional curve fitting analysis, showing that older individuals showed a different amygdala time course in response to novel pictures when compared to young individuals (Figures 3 and 4) .
The simplified gamma probability density function hypothesized in the Methods section fits the observed FIR time course data quite well; all adjusted R 2 > .9 and all root-mean-squared-error (RMSE) < .05 (suggested by Figure 3 . The time course of BOLD response to novel, negative, and positive pictures and fitted curves in curve fitting analyses. Rt = right; Lt = left; red dots and curve = young group; blue dots and curve = older group. The left column = novel condition; middle column = negative condition; right column = positive condition. Browne & Cudeck, 1992) . Table 3 shows the mean and 95% confidential interval of estimated shape parameter a for the BOLD time course in novel, negative, and positive conditions in the right and left amygdala. In these analyses, we found that older individuals had lower estimated a than that of the younger group, indicating that the older group had a peakier hemodynamic response to novel and negative pictures in the left amygdala. There was no group difference of parameter a in response to positive images in the left amygdala, or to any images in the right amygdala. Also, we did not observe any statistical age-related difference of delay (d ) and height parameter (c).
Additionally, to check if this age-related difference of shape of hemodynamic time course was specific for the amygdala, we compared the hemodynamic time courses for the younger and older groups in other brain areas such as left medial posterior OFC, thalamus, hippocampus, fusiform gyrus, inferior frontal gyri pars triangularis, and inferior frontal gyri pars orbitalis. We also did curve fitting analyses in each ROI on BOLD response to novel stimuli. We did not find any age-related differences of parameter a similar to what were observed in the amygdala (Table 4) . This suggests that not all hemodynamic responses across whole-brain areas show an age-related difference in time course shape difference, indicating that hemodynamic time course difference in the amygdala was not due to a general change in vasculature with aging.
Functional Connectivity Analysis
Functional connectivity analyses indicated that the amygdala of older individuals had a somewhat different pattern of correlated activity than the amygdala of younger individuals when responding to novelty. Correlation coefficients in novel versus familiar picture conditions were compared between the two groups ( Figure 5 ), and those reported Figure 4 . Shape parameter a in the curve fitting analyses in the novel, negative, and positive condition in the right/left amygdala. BOLD responses produced by FIR analyses in the right and left amygdala were fitted by gamma probability density function with three variable parameters of delay from time 0, height, and shape (broadness). The graph shows shape parameter a in each younger ( YNG) and older (OLD) group in novel, negative, and positive condition. Upper = FIR data and fitting line; Lower = estimated value and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) of shape parameter a in both groups. For novel conditions, mean a = 3.66 in older < LoCI 95 = 6.17 in younger, mean a = 6.66 in younger > UpCl 95 = 5.27 in older; for negative conditions, mean a = 4.34 in older < LoCI 95 = 5.90 in younger, mean a = 6.27 in younger > UpCl 95 = 6.19 in older. were significant according to a Novelty (novel, familiar) × Age (young, older) interaction at p < .05. Only ipsilateral connections (i.e., right amygdala-right ROIs, and left amygdala-left ROIs) are presented because the patterns of contralateral connections were similar. To test the interactive effect of valence and age on the functional connectivity in response to novel (vs. familiar) pictures, estimates of functional connectivity in response to novel/negative, novel/positive, novel/neutral, familiar/ negative, familiar/positive, and familiar/neutral images were first calculated. Next, these estimates of connectivity (correlation coefficients) were entered into Novelty (novel, familiar) × Valence (negative, positive, neutral) × Age (young, older) repeated ANOVA. The results are presented in the Figure 5 . Novelty increased the functional connectivity between the amygdala and almost every ipsilateral ROI; for novel pictures, the right amygdala showed greater functional connectivity with the right hippo- In response to novel (vs. familiar) pictures, younger individuals showed greater functional connectivity than did older individuals between the left amygdala and the left thalamus, anterior insula, medial/ posterior OFC, and inferior frontal gyrus ( pars orbitalis). In contrast, older individuals showed enhanced connectivity between the right amygdala and the right fusiform gyrus; a significant Novelty × Age interaction [F(1, 39) = 4.91, p = .033, η p 2 = .11]. This pattern of functional connectivity suggests that the frontal/orbital areas might be involved in sustaining amygdala response in younger individuals.
Both ventromedial prefrontal cortex and ventral anterior cingulate cortex (bilaterally) showed a decrease in activation from fixation baseline in response to positive images (replicating Leclerc & Kensinger, 2008 ), but we also observed deactivations in response to negative and novel images. Furthermore, the hemodynamic time courses in these two regions were weakly correlated with the amygdala time course (r = 0.0-0.2; data not shown). In functional connectivity analysis, correlations between activation and deactivation hemodynamics are difficult to meaningfully interpret from a methodological standpoint, and so the results of this functional connectivity analysis are not shown here but are available upon request.
DISCUSSION
Our findings clearly indicate that novel stimuli are affectively significant and engage the amygdala in a robust way. This novelty effect was not accounted for by the arousing or valenced nature of the stimuli, as was exhibited even with neutral images. The idea of novelty as a stimulus property with affective salience is consistent with studies in which the amygdala habituates even to very evocative stimuli (e.g., Wright et al., 2001; Fischer, Furmark, Wik, & Fredrikson, 2000) , and by animal studies showing that amygdala lesions disrupt normal responses to novelty in primates (e.g., Mason, Capitanio, Machado, Mendoza, & Amaral, 2006; Prather et al., 2001; Burns, Annett, Kelley, Everitt, & Robbins, 1996 ; for reviews, see Petrides, 2007; Knight & Grabowecky, 1999) . Together, these findings shape an emerging view that the amygdalaʼs function is not to represent negativity or valence per se, but rather to mark the salience of a stimulus and modulate other brain areas to increase the processing of that stimulus to gain information for future use (e.g., Ewbank, Barnard, Croucher, Ramponi, & Calder, 2009; Wedig et al., 2005; Anderson & Phelps, 2001 ; for a discussion, see Barrett & Bliss-Moreau, 2009; Duncan & Barrett, 2007a , 2007b . This view is also consistent with the view that the amygdala is a key brain structure that is involved in evaluating an object for its goal relevance (Sander, Grafman, & Zalla, 2003) .
We did not find age differences of the peak magnitude of the hemodynamic response in amygdala to any evocative images, indicating that, at least in one sense, affective processing within the amygdala, including responsiveness to novelty, is preserved in older people. These results are consistent with prior research showing no age-related changes in novelty processing (Wright et al., 2006 (Wright et al., , 2008 , suggesting that salience (Carstensen & Turk-Charles, 1994) or vigilance ( Whalen, 2007) is maintained across the lifespan. These findings are in line with the observation that the amygdala is one of the regions which is relatively structurally preserved with aging when compared to many other brain regions (e.g., West, 1996; Moscovitch & Winocur, 1995; Daigneault & Braun, 1993) . Our findings differ from those previously published studies that reported reduced amygdala activation to negative images in older individuals, however, for a number of reasons. One of the possible reasons is that we used FIR analyses to examine our event-related BOLD data, whereas prior studies have used an SPM canonical hemodynamic function (e.g., Mather et al., 2004) . The remarkable difference of the shape of the hemodynamic time course in older (vs. younger) individuals that we discovered suggests that a canonical hemodynamic function might provide a worse fit to the actual hemodynamic pattern in older individuals, resulting in a lower estimate of activation (i.e., a lower correlation between actual amygdala response and hypothetical gamma curve). This valence effect in aging remains to be tested with future studies. Importantly, our results demonstrated age-related difference in the shape of the hemodynamic time course of the amygdala, particularly in response to the novel stimuli that have not previously been reported; older people showed "peakier" hemodynamic response when compared to younger individuals. In previous methodological papers, age-related changes of hemodynamic response were inconclusive (e.g., the rise time of the fMRI signal in motor cortex increased with age during a 10-sec handsqueezing task, Taoka et al., 1998 ; spatial extent of activation in older people did not differ from that of young people for a photic stimulation task, Ross et al., 1997 ; no highly consistent age difference exists in the shape of hemodynamic responses in primary sensorimotor cortex, DʼEsposito et al., 1999 ; and sustained event-related BOLD effect even after the peak in the older group, Aizenstein et al., 2004) . These methodological studies indicate the age-related time course difference of fMRI hemodynamic responses may depend on the situations and experimental paradigms, is probably brain region specific, and might not be a general property of the aging brain.
There are three possible ways to explain the origins of age-related amygdala time course differences found in the present study. The first is vascular effects of aging, including stiffening of the arterial wall, decreased blood flow, and so on. Considering the blood flow directly influences the BOLD signal, the present data might reflect vascular issues in aged people. The data showed a negative BOLD change in the initial part of the event-related time course, which might be the "initial dip" (Heeger & Ress, 2002; Vanzetta & Grinvald, 1999; Malonek et al., 1997) caused by an increase in deoxyhemoglobin attributable to a brief uncoupling between blood flow and oxygen utilization; this has been reported in patients with arterial stenoses who exhibited larger initial dip in left primary motor cortex (Roc et al., 2006) . Therefore, it might be possible that blood flow in the amygdala in aged people increased slowly, and did not catch up the oxygen consumption, which caused an early large negative BOLD signal. And if the increase of the blood flow ended earlier, the BOLD signal would drop earlier, resulting in their sharpened hemodynamic pattern. Nevertheless, considering that we found such a time course difference between age groups only in the amygdala, and not in other affective brain regions, the observed age-related changes in time course difference cannot be due solely to this vascular change with aging. Nonetheless, future studies should consider measuring participantsʼ vascular stiffness and other systemic hemodynamic measurements (arterial pressure, pulse wave, etc.) and relating these to the functional data.
The second explanation for age-related changes in the hemodynamic time course of the amygdala is alteration of neurovascular coupling with age. Neurovascular coupling refers to the processes by which neural activity influences the hemodynamic properties of the surrounding vasculature (cf. DʼEsposito, Deouell, & Gazzaley, 2003) . It is still unclear whether neurovascular coupling is altered with aging (see Fabiani & Gratton, 2004; Rosengarten, Aldinger, Spiller, & Kaps, 2003; Buckner et al., 2000) . The fact that we did not find age-related differences in the shape of the time course other brain regions, however, suggests that changes in neurovascular coupling might not be the main source of the age-related differences observed in the current study. This issue should be addressed by future studies.
A third possible explanation for age-related changes in the hemodynamics of the amygdala time course is that other brain areas, such as medial posterior OFC and adjacent inferior frontal gyrus (IFGorb), are up-regulating or sustaining the neural response to novel images in younger individuals, such that brains of younger people appear to hold on to novel information longer than brains of older people. This regulatory hypothesis is plausible given that OFC-IFGorb areas are reciprocally connected with the amygdala (Milad & Rauch, 2007; Petrides, 2007; RempelClower, 2007; Bachevalier & Loveland, 2006) . A caudal sector of lateral OFC (Brodmannʼs areas 12 and 13) is mainly interconnected with the amygdala (Carmichael & Price, 1995; Barbas & De Olmos, 1990; Aggleton, Burton, & Passingham, 1980) , midline thalamus, and temporal pole (Bachevalier & Loveland, 2006) . This connection is very unique because the lateral OFC area receives projections from both the amygdala and the temporo-polar area, whereas the rest of prefrontal cortex appear to have fewer connections with the amygdala and temporal pole (Ghashghaei & Barbas, 2002) . Posterior OFC has been known to be involved in novelty processing (Petrides, 2007) , along with the prefrontal cortices (Mesulam, 1998) . Taken together with the results of the present study, this system is altered in older people.
Whether changes in the amygdala time course are due to the vascular effects of aging, alterations of neurovascular coupling, or reduced amygdala regulation by other brain regions in the affective workspace, these findings are consistent with the "aging brain hypothesis" that improved affective stability in later adulthood is a by-product of biological decline including structural and functional degradation of the amygdala and other affect-sensitive brain areas (Scheibe & Carstensen, 2010; Cacioppo, Berntson, Bechara, Tranel, & Hawkley, 2008 ). This does not mean that older people lose their capacity to respond to affective salient (including novel) environmental conditions, but rather, that older brains do not show sustained processing in this regard.
Furthermore, our results suggest that a consideration of novelty might play a key role in understanding the affective changes that occur with age. Without the moderating influence of stimulus novelty, there were no age-related differences in amygdala activation for positive versus negative stimuli. By including novelty, however, we were able to observe that positive stimuli were perceived as more familiar (and therefore perhaps not as evocative) in older individuals. This is consistent with the recent observation that younger adults exhibited novelty memory bias for the positive items, whereas older adults did not, such that older adults experienced greater overall familiarity for positive items (Spaniol, Voss, & Grady, 2008) . On the surface, this might appear inconsistent with earlier published report, but in fact, previous studies of age-related differences in amygdala responsivity have been inconsistent. Older individuals were observed to show increased amygdala responses to positive IAPS images (Mather et al., 2004) , but other studies have shown the opposite (Addis, Leclerc, Muscatell, & Kensinger, 2010) . Furthermore, positive facial expressions did not activate the amygdala in older individuals more than in young individuals (Gunning-Dixon et al., 2003; Iidaka et al., 2002) .
Finally, our findings on the subjective experience of arousal point to potentially important age-related changes in the subjective salience of visual images. Novel pictures were more subjectively arousing for everyone, reflecting their increased salience, but older individuals found them less arousing than did younger individuals. In addition, older individuals found high arousal pictures less arousing when compared to younger individuals. These differences in subjective arousal very likely reflect age-related reductions in interoceptive information from the body. Older individuals are less interoceptively sensitive (e.g., Khalsa, Rudrauf, & Tranel, 2009) , and have blunted physiological reactivity (Levenson, Carstensen, Friesen, & Ekman, 1991) . In addition, they are less likely to use information from the body to make decisions under uncertainty (Denburg, Tranel, & Bechara, 2005) . According to the concept of "maturational dualism" (Mendes, 2010) , these age-related changes in sensory feedback from the body has consequences for age-related changes in subjective experience of affect. Given the amygdalaʼs role in regulating autonomic response, the peakier time course of the amygdala activation in older individuals might be related to these autonomic changes, although this is a point for future research.
stimulus novelty as an independent variable, amygdala BOLD response estimated by FIR analysis as a dependent variable, and subjective arousal rating in every event as a mediator. For the right and left amygdala, subjective arousal only partially mediated amygdala response (indirect effects were significant; z = 7.000, p < .0001 for the right, z = 6.064, p < .0001 for the left). Nonetheless, stimulus novelty continued to directly predict amygdala response (z = 1.89, p = .058 for the right, z = 3.31, p = .0009 for the left). These findings replicate those reported in Weierich et al. (2010) , indicating that amygdala responses to novelty were not solely related to the arousing nature of the novel pictures. In addition, we computed a set of correlational analyses to examine whether differences in subjective arousal ratings (novel − familiar) were related to the differences in amygdala BOLD activity in novel (vs. familiar) contrasts. These findings indicated that the difference between subjective arousal in novelty (vs. familiar) and in the amygdala contrasts for novelty (vs. familiar) were related for positive pictures only. The young group showed a larger positive correlation between subjective rating difference scores and right amygdala contrast in response to positive pictures, and a larger negative correlation for neutral pictures, but the older group did not show that pattern. Specifics of the analyses are available from the first author upon request.
